The nervous system is endowed with predictive capabilities, updating neural activity to 24 reflect recent stimulus statistics in a manner which optimises processing of expected future 25 states. This process has previously been formulated within a predictive coding framework, 26 where sensory input is either "explained away" by accurate top-down predictions, or leads to 27 a salient prediction error which triggers an update to the existing prediction when inaccurate.
269
First, significant differences in connectivity dynamics were observed when comparing 270 the coupling changes associated with the deviant in the second block context (30 ms tone) 271 compared to the deviant in the first block context (60 ms tone) across the overall sequence 272 (Figure 3, left) . The 30 ms tone, which was always the second deviant and therefore the 273 initially repetitive standard, was associated with a significantly higher level of increased 274 ascending error signalling, and a significantly higher level of increased inhibitory gain 275 throughout most of the hierarchy (with the exception of lA1 and rIFG) compared to the 60 ms 276 tone. The 30 ms tone was also associated with a higher level of increased descending 277 message passing from higher levels (IFG), and comparatively lower descending message 278 passing from lower levels (rSTG to rA1) relative to the 60 ms tone as deviant. In general, the 279 lower precision of 30 ms prediction errors was therefore associated with higher forward 280 coupling change and higher model revisions after errors (backward coupling changes) 281 relative to the 60 ms tone consistent with models undergoing more revision in the second 282 block than first block context.
283
Next, the difference in change in connectivity modulation associated with the deviant 284 in the second block context (30 ms tone) was compared to that of the deviant in the first block 285 context (60 ms tone) as a function of superordinate surprise or before versus after the change 286 in block length. The right panel of Figure 3 therefore reflects the connections that were 287 differentially affected by the interaction between local and superordinate surprise for a 288 deviant in the second block context relative to first block context. As expected, violation of 289 superordinate patterning was associated with significant differences in the changes in 290 connectivity for the two tones which were marked by increased ascending connectivity at 291 lower levels (A1-STG), decreased ascending connectivity at higher levels (STG-IFG) and 
312
The present study involved the novel application of DCM to examine brain responses 313 elicited by the violation of hierarchical regularities in sound. This analysis revealed 314 differential changes in connectivity in underlying brain networks before and after violations 315 of local, intermediate and superordinate patterns during the sound sequence, and differed for 316 the two tones based on their relative probability at sequence onset. These results provide 317 further evidence that the brain is capable of unsupervised learning over multiple timescales 318 simultaneously, and that prediction models are not a veridical representation of the local 319 context but are modulated by higher-order representations. These findings are in concert with 320 order effects previously observed in AEPs from scalp recordings, and give validity to the use 321 of AEPs to study hierarchical inference and learning. Furthermore, the DCM supports a 322 structural and functional architecture that is consistent with hierarchical predictive coding 323 (18), and its neurobiological implementation within the canonical microcircuit model (55). In 324 previous studies of the multiple-timescale paradigm, differential patterns of MMN 325 modulation to the two tones were assumed to reflect how the updating of predictions in 326 response to surprise at a given level will be constrained by internal models held at multiple 327 levels of hierarchical inference. Here we will consider how each of these levels of surprise 
